
School is for Wasting Time and Money

I have deep doubts about the intellectual and social value of schooling. My argument in a
nutshell: First, everyone leaves school eventually. Second, most of what you learn in school
doesn’t matter after graduation. Third, human beings soon forget knowledge they rarely
use.

Strangely, these very doubts imply that the educational costs of the coronavirus pandemic
are already behind us. Forced optimism notwithstanding, the remote schooling that millions
of students endured during the pandemic looks like a pedagogical disaster. Some
researchers found that being in Zoom school was about equivalent to not being in school at
all. Others simply found that test scores rose much less than they normally would.

But given my doubts about the value of school, I figure that most of the learning students
lost in Zoom school is learning they would have lost by early adulthood even if schools had
remained open. My claim is not that in the long run remote learning is almost as good as
in-person learning. My claim is that in the long run in-person learning is almost as bad as
remote learning.

How do we know all this? My work focuses on tests of adult knowledge — what adults
retain after graduation. The general pattern is that grown-ups have shockingly little
academic knowledge. College graduates know about what you’d expect high school
graduates to know; high school graduates know about what you’d expect dropouts to
know; dropouts know next to nothing. This doesn’t mean that these students never knew
more; it just means that only a tiny fraction of what they learn durably stays in their heads.

This is especially clear for subjects beyond the three R’s — reading, writing and arithmetic.
Fewer than 1 percent of American adults even claim to have learned to speak a foreign
language very well in school, even when two years of coursework is standard. Adults’
knowledge of history and civics is negligible. If you test the most elementary facts, like
naming the three branches of government, they get about half right. The same goes for
questions of basic science, like “Are electrons smaller than atoms?” and “Do antibiotics kill
viruses as well as bacteria?”

How bad are these scores? Very bad. If you know half the letters in the alphabet, we don’t
call you “half literate.” We correctly call you illiterate. I say the same goes for lack of
elementary knowledge of history, civics and science. If you don’t know half the basics of
history, civics and science, you really don’t understand history, civics or science at all.

The payoff for teaching basic literacy and numeracy is admittedly much larger. Since adults
regularly use reading, writing and math, they retain much of what they learn. Even here,
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though, schools’ performance is mediocre and unlikely to meaningfully improve. Schools
have been trying to overcome reading, writing and math deficits among underperforming
students for decades. Boosting their performance in the short run is quite doable. The
recurring problem is fade-out; the effects of interventions diminish or disappear over time.

I freely admit that my dim assessment of American education is a minority view among my
fellow economists, who offer piles of evidence that education has a big effect on what
adults earn. They’re basically right about that, but that’s no excuse for ignoring the piles of
evidence that education has little effect on what adults know.

This blind spot is especially odd because there’s a clean explanation for both piles of
evidence. Namely: School is lucrative primarily because it certifies, or signals,
employability. Most education isn’t job training; it’s a passport to the real training, which
happens on the job. That’s why graduation pays individuals so well. You don’t learn much
in your last few weeks of school, but completion persuades employers to trust you. And
that’s why credential proliferation pays countries so poorly. Handing out ever more high
school, college and grad school diplomas can’t enrich society as a whole unless students
durably learn long-run skills along the way.

If school closures are unlikely to make our kids any more ignorant than they would have
been without Covid, in what sense were school closures even a temporary disaster?
Simple: When schools shuttered, they stopped performing their sole undeniably valuable
function: providing day care. In-person schooling allows parents to work full-time without
distraction. In-person schooling allows parents to take care of infants and elders. In-person
schooling allows parents to finish their household chores. And in-person schooling allows
parents to relax.

School closures were a disaster for convenience. And while you’ll never hear a
“convenience above all” political speech, actions speak louder than words. By February
2021, about 90 percent of private schools serving elementary or middle schoolers offered
in-person instruction. Why? Presumably because they knew that parents cherished the
convenience of in-person education. Fewer than half of corresponding public schools,
funded by taxes rather than paying customers, were fully open by that time. Many large
districts stayed closed or in hybrid mode for over a year. While the pedagogical costs of
closure remain speculative, the convenience costs are beyond all doubt.


